Your path to greater research impact
Research is the lifeblood of academic institutions and drives academic excellence. How can your institution maximize its impact? Expose research outputs to a bigger, more relevant audience? Make research processes more efficient? Ensure compliance with regulations and internal policies?

To a large extent, success depends on the institution’s ability to capably manage data, break down information silos, and unify workflows across research stakeholders. Yet, too often, research management suffers from disjointed, manual workflows and isolated systems, generating incomplete and inconsistent data.

Ex Libris Esploro is a unified, coherent response to those challenges. It systematically captures, manages, and disseminates research output and data, leverages library expertise and technology, and seamlessly integrates with the existing workflows of scholars and the research office. Esploro thus increases the impact of academic research by maximizing visibility, efficiency, and compliance across multiple disciplines, including science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM), the humanities and social sciences, fine arts, and more.

**Key Benefits**

- Increases the impact of research activities
- Simplifies and automates research data workflows
- Connects libraries with researchers and the research office
- Enables libraries to scale-up support for research projects
- Improves compliance with research policies
Moving beyond the Traditional Institutional Repository

Esploro moves your library beyond the Traditional Institutional Repository. It widens the scope of data to include all research assets through automated capture from external repositories and direct researcher deposits. Metadata curation and enrichment in Esploro makes research assets more easily discoverable through academic channels and institutional portals.

Serving Librarians, Scholars, and the Research Office

With Esploro, libraries play a key role in academic research. Librarians can manage assets, apply metadata with ease, and collaborate with the research office and scholars, assuming a strategic role in the research cycle.

The research office can track more publications to ensure compliance with government and funder policies. Esploro can also be leveraged to measure research impact through relevant KPIs and benchmark analysis of individual projects, of the organization, and across institutions.

Researchers can easily keep their public profile up-to-date in institutional and domain-specific portals, and deposit research materials with Esploro. They can also secure more research grants thanks to greater visibility into funding opportunities.

Moving beyond the Traditional Institutional Repository

Esploro moves your library beyond the Traditional Institutional Repository. It widens the scope of data to include all research assets through automated capture from external repositories and direct researcher deposits. Metadata curation and enrichment in Esploro makes research assets more easily discoverable through academic channels and institutional portals.
Leveraging the Power of the Ex Libris Platform, Integrating with Campus Systems

Esploro becomes part of your academic ecosystem, creating efficient end-to-end research workflows. Built on the Ex Libris Alma® platform, Esploro integrates with Ex Libris solutions, third-party academic systems, online repositories, subject-based indexes, researcher profile identification tools, and more.

Product Highlights

- Captures research outputs and related data in a unified, cloud-based repository
- Measures research impact through KPIs and analysis of cross-institutional activities
- Automatically populates researcher profile with publications, affiliations, and activities
- Leverages the power of the Alma cloud platform
- Integrates with Ex Libris and third-party academic systems

About Ex Libris

Ex Libris, a ProQuest company, is a leading global provider of cloud-based solutions for higher education. Offering SaaS solutions for the management and discovery of the full spectrum of library and scholarly materials, as well as mobile campus solutions driving student engagement and success, Ex Libris serves thousands of customers in 90 countries. For more information about Ex Libris, see our website, and join us on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and LinkedIn.